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Social media has proven to be an important and rich asset for
collecting webpages about events. Ensuring full Web archive
coverage of an event is not an easy task, for several reasons. First,
events differ in impact and importance. Big events tend to last for
a long time, impact multiple places, and even spark a range of
debates about diverse topics. Second, to build a Web collection
that fully covers an event requires sampling an unbiased set of
webpages from the WWW (which is huge, heterogeneous, and
dynamically changing). The size of the WWW makes difficult
finding and unbiased set of webpages by manual techniques for
collecting, curating, and sampling. Fortunately, focused crawlers
have proven effective in automating and accelerating the process
of collecting webpages, starting from a set of seed URLs.
However, the ability of the focused crawler to find relevant and
diverse webpages depends on the quality (content quality and
linking structure quality) and the broad coverage (seed URLs
from different webpage sources and publishing venues/genres) of
the seed URLs.
In IDEAL project, we have been researching building
webpage/tweet collections about events. Our three main
approaches have been: 1) the Internet Archive’s Archive-It service
for archiving webpages, 2) a pair of archiving tools for collecting
tweets, and 3) event model-based focused crawling of webpages.
We propose a hybrid approach for building unbiased collections
of webpages with high coverage using seed URLs generated from
social media content (tweets), together with event model-based
focused crawlers. The tweet collection processes ensure a large
sample of seed URLs with broad and heterogeneous genres of
webpages (horizontal/exploring aspect) while the event modelbased focused crawler ensures high quality and relevant webpages
(vertical/exploiting aspect). Although tweet collections about
events are very rich source of seed URLs, they contain a lot of
noise (porn, job marketing, other spam, and varied other types of
non-relevant tweets or URLs).
One important step required before using URLs extracted from
tweets is an importance analysis of each URL/webpage source,
e.g., considering the domain name of the URL.
For example, the source of the URL http://www.cnn.com
/philadelphia-amtrak-derailment/ is www.cnn.com.
The importance of a source can be estimated by how many
relevant webpages about the event are from that source. The
webpage source analysis has two benefits: first it helps order the
sources, and therefore the URLs from these sources, according to
their importance to the event. This ordering of URLs helps the
focused crawler focus on the part of the Web graph that is
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expected to have more relevant webpages. Second, this ordering
helps in filtering out sources of noisy / non-relevant content.
Table 1 Harvest ratio for event focused crawler using two
methods of seed selection with different numbers of seeds
K = 10

K = 50

K = 100

Top K Frequent
unique websites

0.685

0.752

0.817

Top K Frequent
websites with
Redundancy

0.645

0.763

0.775

We ran our experiments about Brussels Attack event. We ran our
event focused crawler to collect 1000 webpages starting from
different sets of seed URLs. The sets of seed URLs tested in our
experiments differ in two aspects: the number of URLs and the
uniqueness of the URLs. We selected the seed URLs from a pool
of URLs extracted from a set of tweets collect using twitter
streaming API. We used the harvest ratio measure to evaluate the
output of the focused crawlers. Table 1 summarizes the results of
the different settings of the seed URLs. As results shows, as we
increase the number of seeds, the more relevant webpages (high
harvest ratio) the focused crawler can find. Also distributing the
seed URLs across several websites increases the ability of the
focused crawler to find more relevant webpages.
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